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Abstract

Optimality and computational efficiency are two desired yet competing attributes of time-optimal feedrate planning. A well-designed algorithm can vastly increase machining productivity, by reducing tool positioning time subject to limits of the machine tool and process kinematics. In the optimization, it is crucial to not overload the machining operation, saturate the actuators’ limits, or cause unwanted vibrations and contour errors. This presents a nonlinear optimization problem for achieving highest possible feedrates along a toolpath, while keeping the actuator level velocity, acceleration and jerk profiles limited. Methods proposed in literature either use highly elaborate nonlinear optimization solvers like Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), employ iterative heuristics which extends the computational time, or make conservative assumptions that reduces calculation time but lead to slower tool motion.

This thesis proposes a new feedrate optimization algorithm, which combines recasting of the original problem into a Linear Programming (LP) form, and the development of a new windowing scheme to handle very long toolpaths. All constraint equations are linearized by applying B-spline discretization on the kinematic profiles, and approximating the nonlinear jerk equation with a linearized upper bound (so-called ‘pseudo-jerk’). The developed windowing algorithm first solves adjacent portions of the feed profile with zero boundary conditions at overlap points. Afterwards, using the Principle of Optimality, connection boundary conditions are identified that guarantee a feasible initial guess for blending the pre-solved adjacent feed profiles into one another, through a consecutive pass of LP.

Experiments conducted at the sponsoring company of this research, Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC), show that the proposed algorithm is able to reliably reduce cycle time by up to 56% and 38% in two different contouring operations, without sacrificing dynamic positioning accuracy. Benchmarks carried out with respect to two earlier proposed feedrate optimization algorithms, validate both the time optimality and also drastic (nearly 60 times) reduction in the computational load, achieved with the new method. Part quality, robustness and feed drive positioning accuracy have also been validated in 3-axis surface machining of a part with 1030 waypoints and 10,000 constraint checkpoints.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) is a machining technique in which a product can be manufactured automatically using a computer controlled machine tool. Once a program is designed, the CNC machine is able to run the process independently for an extended period of time, efficiently producing the desired parts with high accuracy, precision, and repeatability. CNC machines give the manufacturing industry the capability to mass produce complex 3D parts and surfaces continuously, free of human error. Hence, a well-designed feedrate optimization algorithm can immensely increase productivity, by reducing the cycle time, with a wide range of applications.

To prepare a part for mass production on a CNC machine, first, a solid or surface model is created of the desired product with Computer-aided Design (CAD), the model is then imported into a Computer-aided Manufacturing (CAM) software for toolpath planning. Within the CAM, an engineer is able to choose from a range of tools, stocks, and cutting operations (contouring, pocketing, engraving, etc.) that will determine the shape of the toolpath generated. Feedrate planning can be done within the CAM, or through a post processing software package that exclusively perform advanced feedrate optimization. The CNC and its controller are then able to take the axis level trajectories reconstructed from the toolpath geometry, tangential feedrates, and execute the point to point motions accordingly. An overview of the trajectory planning process is outlined in Figure 1-1.

This thesis extends a recent algorithm, which re-formulates the original problem with actuator velocity-, acceleration-, and jerk-limits, into a sub-optimal but convex form [1][2][3]. This form can then be reduced to a linear problem and efficiently solved by Linear Programing (LP). The new contribution extends the linearizing method, to allow for solving multiple sections of long toolpaths in parallel, such that the assembled solution performs close to the global one-shot method, while significantly reducing the computational time.

The organization of the thesis is as follows: literature review is presented in Chapter 2, followed by the proposed smooth toolpath generation algorithm in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the LP formulation used to linearize the feedrate optimization problem, followed by the novel
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windowing approach in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the implementation and experimental results from the research. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, and outlines the future work.

Figure 1-1 Overview the trajectory planning process for a CNC machine
Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The toolpaths generated from CAM software comprise lines and circular arcs positioned end to end to form a contour, continuous only in its geometric position, the connection points are known as ‘corners’. For two geometrically similar toolpaths, where the first is smooth to the second geometric derivative ($C^2$ continuous), and the second is discretized into linear segments with numerous corners, if the tangential velocity profile is the same, the second toolpath will exhibit extreme fluctuations in its axial velocity, acceleration and jerk profiles. The spikes in the axial kinematic profiles will directly translate to excessive and erratic movements in the physical machine [4], potentially causing damage and reducing the operational life of the drives. To avoid this, feedrate optimization algorithms that consider the kinematics of the CNC will force the tangential feed to reach zero, whenever a corner is encountered, extending the cycle time for each corner. Thus, a smooth spline is usually fit to the original CAM toolpath, in order to prevent the tangential velocity from reaching zero. Currently, there exist a number of methods to smoothen a toolpath through spline or polynomial approximations [5][6][7][8], and corner rounding methods [9].

Typically, to execute the desired positions commanded by the CNC controller, each of the CNC’s axial drives are independently powered by motors driving a screw shaft, with a table onto which stock material (blank) is secured. As the motor turns the screw, the table and blank will move along the screw shaft to achieve exact positioning. In this configuration, the maximum torque output of the motor directly determines the maximum velocity and acceleration that the CNC machine can reach. The maximum jerk limit is determined by the vibrations modes of the screw shaft system [10][11], usually determined by trial and error. In implementation, a reliable and robust feedrate planning algorithm should produce a velocity profile that avoid saturation of the motors, preventing damage to the machine hardware. Vibrations that are caused by the jerk component of the trajectory should also be limited, to retain part surface quality. At the same time, feed optimization needs to be able to handle long toolpaths for complex machining applications, such as point-milling of jet engine turbine blades [5].
2.2 Smooth Toolpath Fitting

In CNC machining, position coordinates along with feedrate information are given to the controller to be converted to movements in the axis drives. The tool tip is able to trace out a desired path from the combination of the axis movements. The first step for process optimization is to obtain the geometric toolpath information, in the forms given in Eq. (2.1), where $r$ is the place holder for the three Cartesian coordinates $x$, $y$, $z$. $s$ is a scalar parameter that spans the total arc displacement of the toolpath [6][12].

$$
\begin{align*}
  r(s), & \quad r' = \frac{dr(s)}{ds}, & \quad r'' = \frac{d^2r(s)}{ds^2}, & \quad r''' = \frac{d^3r(s)}{ds^3} \\
  0 \leq s \leq L
\end{align*}
$$

The above derivatives are easily obtainable explicitly by discrete differentiation. Generally, toolpaths are given in the form of G-codes, comprised of linear and/or circular segments that are only continuous in position ($C^0$ continuous), creating multiple corners. This becomes an issue for smooth feedrate interpolation since the axial machine kinematics (velocity $v_r$, acceleration $a_r$, and jerk $j_r$) are directly functions of the first, second and third geometric derivatives ($r', r'', r'''$) with respect to the arc parameter $s$, as shown in Eq. (2.2) below. $\dot{s}, \ddot{s}$ and $\dddot{s}$ are the tangential velocity,
acceleration and jerk respectively. The full derivation of the equations can be found in Section 4.1 of the thesis.

\[\begin{align*}
v_r &= r^s \\
a_r &= r^s + r^{s^2} \\
j_r &= r^s + 3r^{s^2} + r^{s^3}
\end{align*}\] (2.2)

When the numerical derivatives are taken at the corners, their values quickly become unrestrained, as shown in Figure 2-1. Combined with Eq. (2.2), the feedrates will either become unbounded (if the optimization does not take into account the kinematics), or forced to come to a complete stop (i.e. \(\dot{s}, \ddot{s}, \dddot{s} = 0\)) to accommodate for the sudden change in toolpath curvature. Thus, the toolpaths as it is presented in the given state by G-codes are unsuitable for smooth feedrate interpolation. In literature, different types of splines [13][14][15][16][17] and polynomials [18][19] are usually fit with various degrees of continuity around the corner, regularly through pre-

![Figure 2-2 Long straight toolpath with local corner rounding](image)
processing of the toolpath. More recently, splines are fit in real-time through advanced CNC controllers with spline interpolation capabilities [20]. Methods that do not require the pre-processing of the toolpath have also been proposed, such as correcting the motion of the drives directly when a corner is approached, by adjusting the acceleration and jerk profiles (proposed by Tajima et. al [21]), or using FIR filtering on the velocity command (proposed by Sencer et. al [22]).

There are two main conditions where different smoothing methods can be applied. For toolpaths that mostly consists of long straight lines, common in pocketing operations [23], rounding only at the corners are sufficient. For toolpaths that are more ‘curvy’, i.e. consisting of many short linear segments, global smoothing is often used [24].

Figure 2-2 shows an example of a toolpath that consists of long linear segments with sharp corners. A curve is fit locally, symmetrical about the corner. In order to achieve smoothening, multiple blending points that lie on the two neighbouring linear segments are chosen according to the desired degree of continuity. For position, tangential, and curvature continuity, one, two and three blending point(s) that lie on the G-code toolpath are required, respectively. Maximum
contour error can also be controlled by the maximum closest perpendicular distance from the curve to the sharp corner on the original toolpath.

Figure 2-3 shows an example of a toolpath that is composed of numerous small linear segments, common in surface machining and engraving. Simple corner rounding methods are inappropriate in this case, as the corners often blend into each other due to the short length of the linear segments. Instead, fit points and/or control points can be chosen to fit a spline or polynomial through the original toolpath. As with the corner rounding methods, some contour errors are introduced, and can be limited by the shortest perpendicular distance according to part specifications.

2.3 Smooth and Time Optimal Feedrate Planning

Feedrate optimization began with basic methods which tries to predict the performance of the feed drives during the machining process, in attempt to avoid undesirable behaviour such as motor saturation, servo errors, and excessive vibrations. In medium to low-end CNC machines, constant feed trajectories are often used, where the CNC accelerates to a predetermined feed (usually found by trial and error, or through ‘worst case’ scenarios) at the start of the toolpath, continues with the same feed throughout, and then decelerates to a stop at the end. In the past, in an attempt to gain better control of the part quality through trajectory planning, researchers began to incorporate known physical factors from the machine and toolpath into the planning of machine processes.

![Figure 2-4 Comparison of feedrate profiles produced from Worst Case method and Heuristic method][33]
Chu et. al [25] identified specific part features such as convex, concave, ramp passes, etc., and determined the best feed for these features though experiments. Others have predicted and/or measured physical properties such as cutting forces, tool deflection, and chip thickness [26][27][28][29], and assigned feed values accordingly. Such methods can be non-optimal and time consuming due to the amount of machine test time required, for changing toolpaths for non-model based optimizations. Limitations on the trajectory kinematic and dynamic profiles such as torque and jerk have been proposed by Bobrow et. al [30] and Pritschow et. al [31], respectively, to increase part quality by avoiding motor saturations and excess vibration of the drives [6].

A computationally effective method to calculate feasible feedrate profiles to improve upon the constant feed method while considering the kinematic limits posed by the CNC machine, was proposed by Weck et al [32]. Here, a windowing method sets the feedrates of each segment based on the maximum feed limit in each window, the required computational load is minimal. However, the feedrates obtained from this method are conservative, due to always choosing the worst case scenario with regards to kinematic constraints. Erkorkmaz and Heng [33] improved upon this method by using a heuristic technique to iteratively search for maximum feeds that satisfies the kinematic constraints within each window, thereby reducing the cycle time at locations where the feed can be elevated. However, cycle time reduction is still limited by the size of the segments, since feedrates within a segment will plateau at a constant value, as can be seen in Figure 2-4. Further advancements can be made where the feedrate profiles stagnate. Other heuristic algorithms such as curve evolution (proposed by Sun et. al) [34] continuously modify the feedrate profile in small segments sequentially to achieve the lowest possible cycle time, through the use of B-splines, there is no stagnation of feed. Beudaert et al [35] proposed a Velocity Profile Optimization (VPOp) algorithm, in which the feedrate will always attempt to reach its maximum limit in the arc length parameter domain by traveling at maximum speed, until an unfeasible point is reached. Then, the algorithm back tracks to travel at a lower speed until all points are feasible. A Forward Projection method has also been proposed by Erkorkmaz [36] where back-tracking is not required, as the forward shooting method always ensures that the feedrates are able to come to a complete stop at all times. Iterative algorithm cannot guarantee the optimality of the solution, and some of the drawbacks include increased cycle time and/or computational time.

To achieve additional cycle time reduction, other techniques that seek to improve the feedrate profiles have been proposed. Sencer et al. [37] used a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)
solver to modulate the control points of a B-spline feedrate profile, subject to the non-linear jerk constraint, resulting in a smooth profile with no stagnating feeds. Erkorkmaz and Altintas [38] presented a non-linear method to minimize feedrate fluctuations due to discrepancies in the spline parameter and arc length by describing the spline toolpath with respect to its spline length. Such algorithms improved the quality of the feedrate profiles at the expense of computational efficiency.

For handling long toolpaths, most methods proposed in literature use iterative techniques that rely on heuristic methods which can become time consuming. Usually, feedrates are constructed by first making a guess with an acceleration or jerk limited feed profile, then iterating based on constraint violations or the lack thereof. Continuity in the feedrate profile is achieved by sectioning the toolpath [39] and solving for each segment sequentially, looking ahead [36], backtracking after encountering a non-feasible point [35], or modifying local spline parameters [40]. Various authors have also employed some form of the two pass bi-directional scan approach [41][42][43], which optimizes the feedrate profile from both ends of the toolpath with free end conditions, then combining them together at the mid-intersection to from a feasible profile. For this thesis, the proposed algorithm is compared against the look ahead and backtracking method. Figure 2-5a) shows the forward projection look ahead algorithm [36]; the feedrate profile evolves as it moves along the path parameter from a jerk-limited dome trajectory, until an infeasible point is reached. The dome shaped feedrate profile is used to guarantee that the tool is always able to come to a complete stop at the end of the interpolation. Figure 2-6 shows the VPOp algorithm [35], at each step in the algorithm, the next maximum and minimum feed is calculated based on the current kinematics. The feed attempts to increase as fast as possible for each iteration point, until no solution can be found. Then, the algorithm backtracks to the point where choosing the minimum feed will allow the feedrate profile to reach to zero. The algorithm then modifies the subsequent points through the same iterations until a feasible profile is found.
In this chapter, an overview of past literature on the problems encountered during the feedrate planning process have been described, namely, smooth toolpath fitting and minimal time feedrate planning. In smooth toolpath fitting, various authors have proposed accurate and efficient methods for corner smoothing with limited contour deviations. In this thesis, a cubic spline global fit
formulation is chosen and will be presented in Chapter 3. In feedrate planning, currently there are two general approaches: heuristic algorithms or non-linear optimization solvers. The drawbacks are sub-optimality of the resulting feedrate profile, and heavy computational load, respectively. No standard method for extending a feedrate planning algorithm for a long toolpath currently exist. In this thesis, a new method for feedrate planning that reduces the non-linear kinematic constraint problems into a sub-optimal but linear form will be introduced in Chapter 4. A novel windowing approach that enables the processing of long toolpaths, without the need of backtracking, will be described in Chapter 5, with implementation and results in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3

Toolpath Generation from NC

3.1 Introduction

Generally, toolpath information is given in the format of G-Code, which is a common programming language understood and processed by CNC controllers. Figure 3-1 shows a portion of a sample G-Code performing a 2D contouring operation. The shape of the contour is created by joining segments of linear and circular arcs together sequentially, with each line in the G-code corresponding to a segment of the curve. When lines beginning with G01 are executed, the CNC will perform linear interpolation to the given coordinate from its current position. Lines beginning with G02 and G03 denote circular interpolation: clockwise (CW), and counter-clockwise (CCW) respectively, to the given coordinate, with arc centers given by I and J offsets from the current position. The resulting profile traced by commands from G-Codes are only guaranteed to be continuous in position at the segment transition points. For feedrate planning, the toolpath must be continuous to the second geometric derivative ($C^2$ continuous) in order for jerk to be bounded. A method of generating a cubic spline, which is continuous in both the first and second derivatives, within a set tolerance zone of the original toolpath is discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Cubic spline formulation

For a given toolpath, a set of $N+1$ waypoints (points that lie on the toolpath) can be extracted

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{sample_toolpath_g_code.png}
\caption{Sample toolpath and corresponding G-Code}
\end{figure}
such that \( N \) cubic splines can be fit in between each adjacent pair of points. For each spline segment, the position equation and its derivatives can be written as follows, and shown in Figure 3-2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_i(u_i) &= A_i u_i^3 + B_i u_i^2 + C_i u_i + D_i \\
\rho'_i(u_i) &= 3A_i u_i^2 + 2B_i u_i + C_i \\
\rho''_i(u_i) &= 6A_i u_i + 2B_i \\
0 &\leq u_i \leq L_i \\
i &= 1,2,3,...,N
\end{align*}
\] (3.1)

Above, \( r \) is a placeholder for the motion axes (\( x \) and \( y \) in for the toolpath example in Figure 3-2), \( u \) is the chord displacement along the toolpath, \( L_i \) is the chord length of the \( i \)th segment, and primes denote derivatives with respect to \( u \). For each axis, there are \( 4N \) unknowns \((A_i, B_i, C_i, D_i)\). To make the resulting profile \( C^2 \) continuous, the end conditions (position, first and second derivatives) for each adjacent segments must be matched. Using Eq. (3.1), the following equations can be written for the \( i \)th segment.

Position end conditions (\( 2N \) equations):

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_i(0) &= R_i \\
\rho_i(L_i) &= R_{i+1} \\
i &= 1,2,3,...,N
\end{align*}
\] (3.2)

First derivative end conditions (\( N-1 \) equations):

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho'_i(L_i) &= \rho'_{i+1}(0) \\
i &= 1,2,3,...,N-1
\end{align*}
\] (3.3)

![Figure 3-2 Cubic spline generation using chord displacements](image-url)
Second derivative end conditions ($N-1$ equations):

$$r_i^n(L_i) = r_{i-1}^n(0)$$

$$i = 1,2,3...N - 1$$

The first and second derivatives at the beginning and end of the path can be assigned arbitrarily. Combining Eq. (3.2),(3.3),

(3.4), a total of $4N$ equations can be used to solve the $4N$ unknowns for a set of $N$ unique cubic splines that passes through $N+1$ waypoints. The generated toolpath is able to reliably and accurately provide path coordinates $x$, $y$, $z$, and their first, second and third derivatives with respect to $u$ for all $u$.

### 3.3 Interpolation with minimal feedrate fluctuation

In feedrate optimization considering the kinematic constraints of the machines, velocity is specified along the tangent of the toolpath, therefore, derivatives with respect to the arc displacement $s$ is required in the formulation of the kinematic constraints. The cubic spline formulated in Section 3.2 is parameterized with respect to the chord length $u$, since $du$ and $ds$ are not equivalent for toolpaths with non-zero curvature, as illustrated in Figure 3-3, a relationship between $u$ and $s$ needs to be found, so that the axis level displacements can be a written as a function of $s$. The following relationship is true for a 2D example:

$$\Delta s = \sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2}$$

(3.5)

$\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ can be written in terms of $u$:
\[ \Delta x = \frac{dx}{du} \Delta u, \quad \Delta y = \frac{dy}{du} \Delta u \]  

(3.6)

As delta (\( \Delta \)) approaches zero, and substituting Eq.(3.6) into Eq.(3.5):

\[ ds = \sqrt{x'^2 + y'^2} \, du \]  

(3.7)

\( x' \), \( y' \) can be analytically calculated as shown in Eq. (3.1), the relationship between \( s \) and \( u \) can therefore be found by integration of Eq. (3.7) discretely, and accessed through a look up table. For the remainder of the thesis, \( x(u(s)), y(u(s)), z(u(s)) \) will be referred to simply as \( x(s), y(s), z(s) \).

### 3.4 Toolpath generation from iterative spline fitting

The curve resulting from the formulation in Section 3.2 may display fluctuation between the connection points in order to match the position boundary conditions, therefore, it may or may not follow the original toolpath to an acceptable degree of accuracy. The deviation from the nominal toolpath shape is dependent on the number of selected waypoints used in the spline fitting. If the distances between the points are long, the curve is free to vary excessively in-between. If the distances between the points are short, but positioned such that a smooth connection is unlikely,

![Figure 3-4 Spline fitting using course and fine waypoint sampling](image-url)
the curve may oscillate in order to keep the end conditions satisfied. The latter can occur with noisy CAM data, where the way points are clustered and erratic. In aerospace applications considered in this thesis, the toolpaths are defined as connected line and arc segments, thus the first problem of waypoint distance being too large is more significant.

An iterative method is developed to find the number of way-points needed, such that the resulting cubic spline is within a certain degree of accuracy when compared to the original toolpath (Figure 3-4).

**Step 1.** Offset the original NC toolpath (Black) to create left and right hand tolerance bands (Cyan).

**Step 2.** Choose evenly spaced waypoints from the original toolpath defined in the G-Code, such that at least two waypoints are located on the shortest segment.

**Step 3.** Fit a cubic spline using waypoints selected from Step 2, with the method described in Section 3.2 (Blue).

**Step 4.** Check for intersections between the cubic spline and tolerance band (Red). If intersections exist, then at least a portion of the cubic spline will be outside of the accepted tolerance zone.

**Step 5.** If intersections exist, increase the number of waypoints by some amount, usually 10-20%.

**Step 6.** Iterate Steps 3-5 until there are no more intersections between the cubic spline and tolerance band.
The resulting cubic spline will almost always be guaranteed to be bounded by the right and left hand tolerances specified by the user. In some cases, with a particularly low tolerance, corners can be too sharp to be fit without violating the bounds, as shown in Figure 3-5a. In the cubic spline fitting algorithm, increasing the number of waypoints will not effectively reduce the amount of tolerance violations. In such cases, the toolpath can be split, such as in Figure 3-5b. The feedrate optimization algorithm will force the CNC to come to a complete stop at the corner due to the discontinuous geometric derivatives. The toolpath is essentially split into two independent toolpaths at the corner, and the cycle time is increased locally for improved geometric accuracy.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a method of fitting a cubic spline to a G-code toolpath is described. The algorithm is able to take any 2D toolpath and produce a curve that is within a certain degree of accuracy to the original contour. The new curve and its geometric derivatives are suitable for use in the feedrate planning algorithm described in the next chapter, that produces jerk limited trajectories.
Chapter 4

Feedrate Optimization using Linear Programming

4.1 Introduction and Problem Formulation

Given a set of waypoints on a toolpath, a toolpath is first discretized, such that the third order parametric derivative can be evaluated for all \( s \) as described in Chapter 3:

\[
\begin{align*}
  r(s) &= (x(s), y(s), z(s)) \\
  0 &\leq s \leq L
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.1)

Above, \( s \) is the toolpath displacement parameter, corresponding to the spline arc length, and \( L \) is the total length of the toolpath. Then, the axis level velocity, acceleration and jerk that the CNC machine experiences while traversing the toolpath, can be found by taking the time domain derivative of the position functions. Using the chain rule, the simplified form of the expressions are shown in Eq. (4.2). Primes denote a derivative with respect to the arc parameter \( s \), overhead dots denote derivative with respect to time \( t \).

\[
\begin{align*}
  v &= \frac{dr}{dt} = \frac{dr}{ds} \frac{ds}{dt} = r' \dot{s} \\
  a &= \frac{d^2r}{dt^2} = \frac{d}{dt} (r' \dot{s}) = \frac{d}{ds} (r' \dot{s}) \frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{d}{ds} (r' \dot{s}) + \frac{dr}{ds} \dot{s} = r'' \ddot{s} + r'' \dot{s}^2 \\
  j &= \frac{d^3r}{dt^3} = \frac{d}{dt} (r'' \ddot{s} + r'' \dot{s}^2) = \frac{d}{ds} (r'' \ddot{s} + r'' \dot{s}^2) \frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{d}{ds} (r'' \ddot{s} + r'' \dot{s}^2) + \frac{dr}{ds} \ddot{s} + \frac{dr}{ds} \dot{s}^2 \\
  &= r''' \dddot{s} + 3r'' \ddot{s} \dot{s} + r'' \ddot{s}^2
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.2)

\( \dot{s}, \ddot{s} \) and \( \dddot{s} \) are the parametric velocity, acceleration, and jerk respectively. \( r', r'' \) and \( r''' \) are the axis level geometric derivatives of the toolpath from Eq. (3.1).

The ultimate goal for feedrate planning is to reduce the total cycle time. Intuitively, the average velocity should be maximized. Given Eq. (4.2), an optimization problem that seeks to maximize average feedrate \( \dot{s} \) along the toolpath can be formed using the following constraint inequalities,
where \( v_{\text{max}} \), \( a_{\text{max}} \) and \( j_{\text{max}} \) are the axis level kinematic limits of the CNC, usually dependent on the motor saturation limits and vibration as well as position tracking bandwidth of the machine.

\[
\text{maximize } \int_0^L \dot{s} \, ds
\]

subject to:
\[
\begin{align*}
|v_{\text{max}}| & \geq |r's'| \\
|a_{\text{max}}| & \geq |r's' + r''s''| \\
|j_{\text{max}}| & \geq |r'\ddot{s} + 3r''\dot{s}\ddot{s} + r'''s''| \\
0 & \leq s \leq L
\end{align*}
\]

(4.3)

The problem as it is currently expressed is challenging to solve. Since \( t \) is unknown, any derivatives with respect to time: \( \dot{s}, \ddot{s} \) and \( \dddot{s} \) cannot be computed explicitly. Thus it is more convenient to reformulate the equations to be strictly in term of \( s \). Therefore, a new substitution parameter \( q \), is used, defined as the square of the parametric velocity \( \dot{s}^2 \). Through the substitution of \( q \) and its parametric derivatives into Eq. (4.3), elimination of all terms with respect to time can be achieved. First, derivatives of \( q \) with respect to \( s \) are obtained using the chain rule:

\[
q = \dot{s}^2
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
q' &= \frac{d(\dot{s}^2)}{ds} = 2\dot{s}\frac{d\dot{s}}{ds} = 2\dot{s}\frac{d\dot{s}}{dt}\frac{dt}{ds} = \frac{2\ddot{s}\dot{s}}{\dot{s}} = 2\dot{s} \\
q'' &= 2\frac{d\dot{s}}{ds} = 2\frac{d\dot{s}}{dt}\frac{dt}{ds} = \frac{2\dddot{s}}{\dot{s}} \\
q''' &= 2\frac{d\dddot{s}}{ds} = 2\frac{d\dddot{s}}{dt}\frac{dt}{ds} = \frac{2\dddot{s}}{\dot{s}}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.4)

Through variable manipulation, \( q, q' \) and \( q'' \) can be expressed as functions of \( \dot{s}, \ddot{s} \) and \( \dddot{s} \).

Inversely, all terms that are derivatives with respect to time in Eq. (4.3) can be re-written using the expressions in Eq. (4.4):

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{s} &= \sqrt{q} , \quad \dot{s}^2 = q , \quad \dot{s}^3 = \dot{s}\sqrt{q} \\
\dddot{s} &= \frac{1}{2} q', \quad \dddot{s} = \frac{1}{2} q''\sqrt{q} , \quad \dddot{s} = \frac{1}{2} q'\sqrt{q} = \frac{1}{2} q''\sqrt{q}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.5)

Re-writing Eq. (4.3) using the substitutions in Eq. (4.5), and considering that \( q \) is always positive by its definition, the equivalent optimization problem without any time derivative term
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becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \int_{0}^{L} q \, ds \\
\text{subject to} & \\
|v_{\text{max}}| & \geq |r'| \sqrt{q} \\
|a_{\text{max}}| & \geq |r''q + \frac{1}{2} r'q'| \\
|j_{\text{max}}| & \geq |(r'''q + \frac{3}{2} r''q' + \frac{1}{2} r'q'')| \sqrt{q} \\
0 & \leq s \leq L
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.6)

The presence of terms \(q', q''\) and \(\sqrt{q}\) in the constraint equations requires the use of non-linear solvers for computing the solution. This is undesirable since such solvers generally take a long time to reach convergence with no guarantee of optimality. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 will discuss the methods adapted in this thesis for linearizing the problem to enable the use of fast and robust Linear Programming (LP) solvers, proposed by Fan et. al [2].

4.2 B-spline Discretization and Linearizing the Velocity and Acceleration Equations

Typically, in optimal trajectory planning, the constraints are considered only at certain discrete points along the toolpath. This allows for matrix-style representation of the inequalities in Eq. (4.6). This is achieved by evaluating the constraint expressions at selected locations along \(s\), as shown in Figure 4-1. Here, \(K\) represents the total number of discretization points.

Given Eq. (4.6), in the velocity constraint expression, the non-linearity can be removed by squaring both sides. \(v_{\text{max}}\) and \(r'\) are constants independent of feedrate. In the acceleration and jerk constraint equations, \(q'\) and \(q''\) terms can be linearized by using discrete differentiation methods.

![Figure 4-1 Discretization of the feedrate squared (q) profile](image)
with respect to \( s \), or by constructing the profile for \( q \) in the form of a second order B-Spline. Both methods were tried in this thesis research, and it was found that the B-spline formulation provided superior numerical properties over the discrete differentiation methods, in terms of smoothness of the spline and stability of the optimization implementation.

De Boor’s algorithm [44][45] is used to generate the \( q \) profile as a B-spline, where the value of the function is a linear combination of neighboring control point values and their basis functions. Figure 4-2 shows an example of how \( q_k \) can be calculated for any \( s_k \) using this method. \( N_i(s) \) are the \( K \) basis functions of a second order B-spline. At any point along \( s \), the sum of the basis function values is equal to one. \( a_i \) are the control points, weighted by the value of the basis function depending on the spline’s current position along \( s \). \( a_i \) are used in optimization to adjust the shape of the resulting spline. The knot vector \( S_n = [0,0,0,S_1,S_2,\ldots,S_{K-3},L,L,L] \) spans the arc length of the toolpath, and defines the beginning and end of each basis function \( N_i(s) \). For a second order B-

![Figure 4-2 Second order B-spline formulation using basis functions](image)

\[
N_2(s_k) + N_3(s_k) + N_4(s_k) = 1
\]

\( q_k = a_2N_2(s_k) + a_3N_3(s_k) + a_4N_4(s_k) \)
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spline, the value of the spline at any given point (such as $s_k$) is affected by the adjacent three control points and their basis function. Therefore, any knot value that is repeated three times in the knot vector will cause the spline to pass through the control points at these locations exactly. For feedrate interpolation, it is important to control the exact value at the start and end of the profile, since they are usually explicitly specified by practical requirements of the process (Example: rest conditions).

In short form, the $q$ profile and its derivatives can be written as shown in Eq.(4.7). Note that now, $q'$ and $q''$ are also linear with respect to the control points $a_i$:

$$q(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} N_{i,2}(s) \cdot a_i, \quad q'(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} N'_{i,2}(s) \cdot a_i, \quad q''(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} N''_{i,2}(s) \cdot a_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

The values of the basis functions and their derivatives for a 2nd order B-spline are calculated using only the knot vector $S_n$, and the current position $s_k$ for all $s$, as shown in Eq. (4.8). These calculations need only to be performed once, while fitting the toolpath geometry, and the results can be stored in a constant array. The $p$ subscript indicates the order of the B-spline.

$$N_{i,0}(s) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } S_n(i) \leq s \leq S_n(i+1) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}, \quad i = 0, \ldots, K + 3$$

$$N_{i,p}(s) = \frac{u - S_n(i)}{S_n(i+p) - S_n(i)} N_{i,p-1}(s) + \frac{S_n(i+p+1) - s}{S_n(i+p+2) - S_n(i+1)} N_{i+1,p-1}(s), \quad i = 0, \ldots, K + 1$$

$$N'_{i,p}(s) = \frac{p}{S_n(i+p) - S_n(i)} N_{i,p-1}(s) - \frac{p}{S_n(i+p+1) - S_n(i+1)} N_{i+1,p-1}(s), \quad p = 1, 2$$

$$N''_{i,p}(s) = \frac{p}{S_n(i+p) - S_n(i)} N'_{i,p-1}(s) - \frac{p}{S_n(i+p+1) - S_n(i+1)} N'_{i+1,p-1}(s),$$
Then, $q$, $q'$ and $q''$ profiles can then be written in matrix form:

$$
\begin{align*}
q_i &= \begin{bmatrix} N_{1,2}(s_1) & \cdots & N_{K,2}(s_1) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix} \\
q_k &= \begin{bmatrix} N_{1,2}(s_k) & \cdots & N_{K,2}(s_k) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix} \\
q'_i &= \begin{bmatrix} N'_{1,2}(s_1) & \cdots & N'_{K,2}(s_1) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix} \\
q'_k &= \begin{bmatrix} N'_{1,2}(s_k) & \cdots & N'_{K,2}(s_k) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix} \\
q''_i &= \begin{bmatrix} N''_{1,2}(s_1) & \cdots & N''_{K,2}(s_1) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix} \\
q''_k &= \begin{bmatrix} N''_{1,2}(s_k) & \cdots & N''_{K,2}(s_k) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
$$

(4.9)

Replacing instances of $q$ and its derivatives in Eq. (4.6) with the matrix representation in Eq. (4.9) makes the acceleration inequality $|a_{\text{max}}| \geq |r''q + \frac{1}{2}r'q'|$ linear with respect to control points $a_i$, which can then be used as the free variable in the optimization to maximize the values of the $q$ curve.

Along with zero boundary conditions ($v, a = 0$), the algorithm proposed in the thesis (Section 5.2) also requires other boundary conditions to be respected, in order to connect two feedrate profiles together at a specific location along $s$. To keep the feedrate profile smooth, the axis level velocity and acceleration must be equal at the location where two feedrate profiles meet. From Eq. (4.2), it can be seen that $\dot{s}$ and $\ddot{s}$ dictate the value of the axis level velocity and acceleration for all $s$, $\dot{s}$ and $\ddot{s}$ are in turn determined only by $q$ and $q'$ from Eq. (4.5). To fix the value of $q$ and $q'$ at any $i$th control point, the following equality constraints are added to the optimization problem:

$$
\begin{align*}
q_i &= \begin{bmatrix} N_{1,2}(s_i) & \cdots & N_{K,2}(s_i) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix} \\
q'_i &= \begin{bmatrix} N'_{1,2}(s_i) & \cdots & N'_{K,2}(s_i) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_K \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
$$

(4.10)
4.3 Linearization using Pseudo-Jerk

From Eq. (4.6), recall that the jerk inequality has the following form:

$$|j_{\text{max}}| \geq \left| \left( r'''q + \frac{3}{2} r''q' + \frac{1}{2} r'q'' \right) \right| \sqrt{q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

From the previous section, terms inside the brackets can be linearized with respect to the control points $a_i$ by replacing $q, q'$ and $q''$ with their equivalent linear matrix representation. However, no such linearization exists for $\sqrt{q}$. To linearize the jerk inequality, an adequate substitution for $\sqrt{q}$ must be found such that the jerk constraint will still hold for all $s$.

If an approximate upper bound for the $q$ profile can be calculated, denoted as $q^*$, it can be used as a constant for replacing the $q$ term within the square root. This would linearize the jerk equation. The new constraint with $q^*$ can be defined as pseudo-jerk $\tilde{j}$:

$$\tilde{j} = (r'''q + \frac{3}{2} r''q' + \frac{1}{2} r'q'') \sqrt{q^*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

Since $q$ is always positive by its definition in Eq. (4.4), it can be concluded that if $q^* \geq q$, then $|\tilde{j}| \geq |j|$ for all $s$, as seen in Figure 4-3. Therefore, if pseudo jerk $\tilde{j}$ is kept under the maximum jerk limit $j_{\text{max}}$, then the real jerk $j$ is bounded by $j_{\text{max}}$ as well. Solving the following optimization problem typically yield a suitable $q^*$ profile that functions as a tight upper bound approximation for $q$.
maximize $\sum q_i^*$
subject to

$$\begin{align*}
|v_{i,\text{max}}| & \geq |r_i^*| \sqrt{q_i^*} \\
|a_{i,\text{max}}| & \geq |r_i^{*\prime} q_i^* + \frac{1}{2} r_i^{*\prime\prime} q_i^*| \\
0 & \leq s \leq L \\
i & = 1, \ldots, K \\
\text{optional constraints :}
q_{\text{process}} & \geq q^* \\
q_{BC} & = q^*
\end{align*}$$

Note that Eq. (4.13) is the same problem as the one presented in Eq. (4.6), with the jerk inequality removed. Intuitively, removing constraints from an optimization problem will cause the new solution to have higher values than the original solution, since the profile is able to increase freely at locations where the removed constraint(s) were active. In [46], it has been shown that in an optimal feedrate generation problem whose constraints involve the velocity and acceleration only, the optimal solution is unique and is maximum among all possible feedrate solutions at any time. Therefore, the feedrate profile found in the velocity-acceleration limited problem can be used as an upper bound on $q$.

In the optimization problem, $q_{\text{process}} \geq q^*$ is the constraint on the feedrate profile that arises from other physical limitations of the CNC machine, such as cutting load, chip load, or spindle speed. These limits may be obtained from other machining optimization software. $q_{BC} = q^*$ is the boundary conditions imposed on the feedrate profile, from process or algorithm requirements. After solving $q^*$ from the problem in Eq. (4.13), the full linearized problem, including all constraints, becomes:
maximize \( \sum q_i \) 
subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
|v_{i,max}| & \geq |r'_i| \sqrt{q_i} \\
|a_{i,max}| & \geq |r''_i q_i + \frac{1}{2} r'q'_i| \\
|j_{i,max}| & \geq |(r''_i q_i + \frac{3}{2} r''_i q'_i + \frac{1}{2} r'_q')q_i| \sqrt{q_i}^* \\
0 & \leq s \leq L \\
i & = 1, \ldots, K \\
\text{optional constraints:} \\
q_{process} & \geq q \\
q_{BC} & = q
\end{align*}
\]

(4.14)

Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.14) are solved sequentially to provide the final profile for \( q \). In cases where the jerk is not the primary constraint on the shape of the \( q \) profile, the resulting \( q \) profile will be very close to the optimal solution found of the original problem by a non-linear solver. However, in cases where the jerk limit tends to be the most dominant, linearization via the use of pseudo-jerk does bring forth a certain amount of sub-optimality. This sub-optimality needs to be further investigated and quantified in future research.

4.4 Extension of Pseudo-Jerk formulation

For toolpaths where the jerk is the prominent factor in shaping the feedrate, the \( q^* \) profile calculated from the first optimization step will be substantially higher than the \( q \) profile computed in the second step. This will cause the pseudo jerk to become an over-estimation of the real jerk, reducing the optimality of the solution such that the actual jerk never reaches the CNC jerk limit. Thus, as an approximate constraint, the first term of the jerk equation, \( |j_{i,max}| \geq |r''_i q_i| \sqrt{q_i}^* \) is added to the first optimization step. The first term, while linear, is able to capture the majority of the effect of feed rate profile \( \sqrt{q} \) on the axis level jerk. To keep \( |\tilde{j}| \geq |j| \) true, an extra constraint \( q^* \geq q \) is added to the second optimization step. The extended pseudo jerk formulation is shown in Eq. (4.15).
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First optimization:

maximize \( \sum q_i^* \)
subject to
\[
\begin{align*}
|v_{i,max}| & \geq r_i^* |\sqrt{q_i^*}| \\
|a_{i,max}| & \geq |r_i'''q_i^* + \frac{1}{2} r_i'' q_i^*| \\
|j_{i,max}| & \geq |r_i'''' q_i^*| \sqrt{q_i^*} \\
0 \leq s \leq L \\
i = 1, \ldots, K
\end{align*}
\]
optional constraints:
\( q_{process} \geq q^* \)
\( q_{BC} = q^* \)

Second Optimization:

maximize \( \sum q_i \)
subject to
\[
\begin{align*}
|v_{i,max}| & \geq r_i^* |\sqrt{q_i}| \\
|a_{i,max}| & \geq |r_i''' q_i + \frac{1}{2} r_i'' q_i'| \\
|j_{i,max}| & \geq |(r_i''' q_i + \frac{3}{2} r_i'' q_i' + \frac{1}{2} r_i' q_i'')| \sqrt{q_i} \\
q^* & \geq q \\
0 \leq s \leq L \\
i = 1, \ldots, K
\end{align*}
\]
optional constraints:
\( q_{process} \geq q \)
\( q_{BC} = q \)

The two optimization problems, when written in matrix form, will enable the use of fast and robust discrete LP solvers, where the tangential feedrate parameter \( q \) is solved for in terms of \( s \).

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, through the formulation of the feedrate square profile as a B-spline, the introduction of the new feedrate parameter \( q \), and the use of the estimated pseudo-jerk \( \tilde{j} \), a method for linearizing the non-linear optimization problem for minimal time feedrate planning, considering the CNC machine kinematics, has been presented. Although sub-optimal, the new formulation gives the advantage of being able to employ fast and robust LP solvers in reaching a solution for a feasible feedrate profile. Chapter 5 will present the novel windowing algorithm developed as a part of this thesis on the application of the LP formulation for indefinitely long toolpaths. Chapter 6 will present both simulation and experimental results and document the performance of the proposed algorithms against past literature.
Chapter 5

Windowing Algorithm for Long Toolpaths and Other Improvements and Implementation Measures

5.1 Introduction

For optimization algorithms, the computational time grows significantly with the increasing number of constraints evaluated at each optimization step. For the two stage LP formulation described in Chapter 4, for a single axis, a total of 9 inequalities (2 for velocity, 3 for jerk and 4 for acceleration) are evaluated for each \( q_i \). Therefore, for \( K \) points on the feedrate profile, a total of at least \( 9K \) equations will be evaluated. In matrix representation, the computational time grows as a polynomial order of 4.4 with matrix size, this can be seen by performing a runtime test on a sample toolpath with increasing optimization control points \( K \). From the curve fit in Figure 5-1, it is obvious that the computational time can quickly escalate beyond the capability of the processor as \( K \) grows large. It is important to note that for a given toolpath, \( K \) may not always be directly related to its length. For a short toolpath composed of numerous curves with small radii (i.e. sharp corners), the number of control points may be greater than that of a straight but lengthier curve, since more control points are required to modulate a feedrate profile with faster rates of change. For real-time applications, it is important that the algorithm is able to work quickly for any given toolpath, with the capability to execute with an indefinite amount of control points.

This Chapter describes a novel approach to reduce the computational time in processing long toolpaths using the LP feed optimization solution presented in Chapter 4.

![Figure 5-1 Curve fit of computational time for LP](image)

\[ T = 10^{-14} K^{4.43} \]
5.2 Toolpath Windowing Algorithm

The proposed new method for handling long toolpaths is based on the Principle of Optimality [47], which implies that a short section taken out of a long trajectory that is optimal, must itself be optimal as well. This is shown in Figure 5-2. First, the entire toolpath is optimized (black), referred to as the ‘one-shot’ solution. Then, a portion of the same toolpath (red), referred to as the ‘windowed’ solution, is isolated and optimized with zero boundary conditions (BCs). The resulting feedrate profiles are overlaid for comparison. Although the windowed profile is calculated independently from the rest of the toolpath, there is significant overlap between the windowed and one-shot feedrate profiles.

Considering the feed profile for the windowed tool path Figure 5-2, there are three distinct zones that can be observed. The BC dominant zones (red) at the beginning and end portions of the feedrate profile are shaped according to the enforced zero conditions. After the tool has traveled sufficiently far away from the BCs, the geometry of the toolpath becomes the major factor in influencing the shape of the feedrate profile (green). In the geometry dominant zone, the windowed feedrate profile perfectly overlaps with the one-shot feedrate profile. For any given section taken

![Figure 5-2 Comparison of optimized feedrate profile for two overlapping toolpaths](image-url)
from the toolpath, the same three zones will exist as long as the window size is longer than the two BC dominant zones combined. The size of the BC dominant zones typically does not extend beyond the first local minimum in the feedrate profile, as can be seen in the example. This is because the minima in the feedrate profile is caused by toolpath geometry, and not the boundary conditions. It is then intuitive that to reduce the computational load of solving a long toolpath, the toolpath can be segmented into smaller windows to be processed independently and then connected to one another to form a continuous feed profile. In this thesis, a novel 3 step parallel windowing (PWin) algorithm has been developed to perform this task, as illustrated in Figure 5-3.

**Step 1.** Segment the toolpath into windows long enough such that at least one local minima exist in each section. Solve the two stage LP optimization problems described in

![Figure 5-3 Parallel windowing algorithm steps](image-url)
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Chapter 4 for two adjacent windows (\{q^I\},\{q^II\}) with zero boundary conditions (\(q' = 0, q'' = 0\), equivalent to \(\dot{s} = 0, \ddot{s} = 0\)). Identify the local minima closest to the shared boundary between the windows, which are to be used as connection points.

**Step 2.** Determine \(q'\) and \(q''\) for the local minima found in the previous step. In the optimization problem, these become the BCs for the \(\{q^{\text{link}}\}\) profile, to ensure that the velocity and acceleration are continuous at the connection. Feasibility is guaranteed, since there already exists a feasible profile between these two points which passes though \(q' = 0, q'' = 0\) from the previous step.

**Step 3.** Solve the windowed profile with zero BCs for the next window and repeat the process from Step 2 until the entire toolpath is processed.

Implementation of Steps 1 and 2 within themselves are parallelizable, as opposed to the sequential processing used in mainstream feed optimizers. Computations of individual windows and individual connecting profiles are independent. Such parallelization can also be benefit future super high-speed machine tools, by keeping the computational time of very fast trajectories below their actual execution time.

Since one of the major features of the algorithm, which makes long toolpath processing efficient, is the use of local minima as connections between feedrate profile segments, the initial selection of window size during Step 1 is important. If the window size is too small, the solution will be sub-optimal, since the profile will not have enough travel distance to reach the first local minimum. Axial limits of the CNC machine can be used to calculate the minimum window size to guarantee that at least one local minimum will exist within a window for a specific machine. First,
a feed profile is constructed in the time domain, such that its acceleration and jerk profiles are maximized. Then, the area under the feedrate curve will be half the minimum displacement (X in Figure 5-4) required for the feedrate to contain either a local minimum or plateau. Afterwards, the toolpath can be parsed before applying feedrate optimization. Typically, the window size is chosen to be at least two to three times of X.

In cases where a window size adequately long cannot be used, due to e.g. memory/storage limitations, the proposed algorithm can also be implemented iteratively, to improve the optimality of the final solution. In Figure 5-5a for example, the initial windows are purposely chosen to be too small (dark gray). It can be seen that most windows do not touch the optimal one-shot solution (red dashed). An extra step, Figure 5-5c, is added after Step 2, where instead of using zero BCs, each window is re-calculated using updated BCs taken from the connection profiles. Then, steps b and c are iterated until the solution converges. Figure 5-5d shows the final solution after 5 iterations. There are still locations where there is some sub-optimality. This is partly caused by the constraint tightening applied for numerical robustness, which is discussed in Section 5.5. Nevertheless, as

Figure 5-5 Possible algorithm iteration for implementation where window size has to be kept short
this example demonstrates, iterations can be used to further enhance the optimality of the proposed method, when the window size has to be kept limited.

An important feature of the proposed windowing algorithm is that the calculation of the feedrate profile in each window in Step 1 is entirely independent, and the connection profile is only governed by the two neighbouring windows. This not only reduces the computational time, which normally grows by polynomial order of 4.4 to linear complexity, as shown in Figure 5-6, but also provides other advantages as well. Some of these advantages are easy implementation of data streaming for long toolpaths, real-time toolpath processing, and the capability to use parallel computing. As a trade-off in return for the achieved significant reduction in the computational time, the loss of optimality for the solved trajectory is only around 1-2%. This is believed to originate from robustness measures taken to reduce the effect of numerical errors, described in Section 5.5.

5.3 Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)

To further improve the optimization of the feedrate profile, it is better to use the real jerk constraint rather than the estimated pseudo-jerk. One method of incorporating non-linear constraints is to use an SQP solver. SQP solvers have the disadvantage of computational inefficiency when the initial guess of the solution is not given, or the guess is too dissimilar from the optimized solution. However, the fast LP+PWin algorithm is able to provide a good close guess...
for the optimized solution. Thus, using the estimate obtained from the LP+Pwin algorithm as the initial condition for the SQP solver can decrease the amount of time required for convergence. The advantage of adding the SQP step after performing the LP+Pwin is further optimization of cycle time. For repeating processes that do not require real-time processing, where the goal is to keep the cycle time as short as possible, SQP based feedrate optimization could provide a further 2~5% improvement in cycle time over the LP solution.

5.4 Time Domain Reconstruction

To linearize the optimization problem and find explicit expressions for the required derivatives, all operations and calculations are performed in the arc displacement, \( s \) domain. To obtain the feedrate profile in time \((t)\) domain, so that the generation of a time-functioned trajectory which can be interpolated by the CNC is possible, the following integral must be evaluated:

\[
Total \ Time = \int_0^T dt = \int_0^T \frac{dt}{ds} ds = \int_0^s \frac{1}{s} ds
\]  

By substituting the definition of \( q = s^2 \) into Eq. (5.1), the integral can be evaluated in terms of \( q \) and \( s \):
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\[ t_i = \int_{s_{i-1}}^{s_i} \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} \, ds \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Under the assumption that there exists a function which directly relates \( t \) and \( s \), Taylor series expansion ignoring the higher order terms, has been used to find the corresponding \( s \) value for each time-step as shown in Eq. (5.3). The size of the time-step is chosen based on the required trajectory interpolation sampling frequency of the CNC machine.

\[ s(t_{i+1}) = s(t_i) + \dot{s}(t_i)dt + \frac{\ddot{s}(t_i)}{2}dt^2 + \frac{\dddot{s}(t_i)}{6}dt^3 + H.O.T. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

Where:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{s} &= \sqrt{q} \\
\ddot{s} &= \frac{d\dot{s}}{dt} = \frac{d\dot{s}}{ds} \frac{ds}{dt} = \dot{s}'s' \\
\dddot{s} &= \frac{d\ddot{s}}{dt} = \frac{d\ddot{s}}{ds} \frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{d(\dot{s}'s')}{ds} \dot{s}' = \left[\dddot{s}s' + (\dot{s}')^2\right]\dot{s}
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

\( \dot{s}' \) and \( \dddot{s}' \) are obtained through differentiation of the \( \dot{s} = \sqrt{q} \) profile, by fitting a cubic spline to \( \dot{s} \) as a function of \( s \). Experimentally, it is shown that the cubic spline fit will not introduce significant inaccuracies in the time domain interpolation. For stop conditions, where the CNC starts from or arrives at rest, the proposed algorithm constrains the beginning and end of the \( q(s) \) profile

---

Figure 5-8 1/\( \sqrt{q} \) profile trimming for time domain interpolation
to be zero. However, when evaluating the integral \( t_i = \int_{s_{i-1}}^{s_i} \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} \, ds \), \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} \) approaches infinity at these locations, as shown in Figure 5-8. The Taylor series expansion will stall, since evaluating the area under an unbounded curve results in infinite motion time estimation. Therefore, instead of beginning the interpolation at \( s = 0 \) and ending at \( s = L \), a small offset is applied \( (s = \varepsilon) \), in order to make the integral finite. The offset will affect how long the trajectory will take to start and stop. The optimal offset is typically found by trial and error, since different machine tools may be capable of absorbing different amounts of discontinuity; if the trajectory is interpolated at a sampling period of \( T_s \), using an offset of \( \varepsilon \) would result in a sudden velocity command of \( \varepsilon/T_s \), a tangential acceleration command of \( \varepsilon/T_s^2 \), and a tangential jerk command of \( \varepsilon/T_s^3 \).

5.5 Compression of Feed Drive Limits for Numerical Robustness

In the proposed algorithm, recall that in Step 2, a feasible solution can always be found, since the feedrate profiles from Step 1 are feasible. However, numerical errors are present in LP solvers in practice. For example, it is possible that the solution found in Step 1 may slightly exceed the

---

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5-9** Constraint compression to improve robustness
upper limit for velocity, acceleration and/or jerk due to rounding, as illustrated in Figure 5-9a. When points taken out of such feed profiles are used as boundary condition equalities in Step 2, this may cause errors in the solver since they are points that do not lie on a feasible profile. To resolve this problem, a compression factor is applied to the limits used in Step 1 of the algorithm such that \( q \) is calculated using reduced limits: \( \alpha \cdot v_{\text{max}}, \alpha \cdot a_{\text{max}}, \alpha \cdot j_{\text{max}} \), where \( \alpha \) is less than 1 (usually between 0.90 to 0.99). The tightened constraints force the calculated \( q \) profile to be lower than the optimal (Figure 5-9b), reducing the likelihood of any minor constraint violations that might get passed onto Step 2.
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6.1 Introduction

The proposed LP+PW in algorithm has been fully tested in simulation and experimental results at the University of Waterloo and in industry at Pratt and Whitney Canada (P&WC). In this chapter, Section 6.2 compares the performance of the proposed LP+PW in algorithm against the Forward Projection [36] method and VPOp [35] method, referred to in Chapter 2. Section 6.3 verifies the robustness of the proposed algorithm considering a complex 3D surface. Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 present the results obtained at P&WC on two different machining operations, that have been identified to be able to benefit from feedrate planning.

6.2 Benchmark with other methods

A 2D profile in the shape of a cat has been prepared for testing on a three axis flatbed CNC router with ball screw drives, shown in Figure 6-1. The same wood router is used for robustness verification in 3D machining tests as well (Section 6.3). The router’s drives have the following kinematic limits:

![Figure 6-1 Experimental setup (4’x8’ wood router table)](image_url)
Table 6-1 Flatbed router table axis level kinematic limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>X axis</th>
<th>Y axis</th>
<th>Z axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity [mm/s]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration [mm/s²]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerk [mm/s³]</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the proposed LP+PWin algorithm, the optimized feedrate profile for the cat shaped toolpath is obtained by dividing the toolpath into 10 windows, and considering 100 constraint evaluation points in each window. The code is executed using a Core i5 2.6GHz processor with Windows 10 environment. The resulting feedrate profile is compared against two other previously developed feed optimization algorithms: Forward Projection [36] and VPOp [35]. The tangential feedrate profiles and axis level kinematic profiles optimized from the three different algorithms are presented in Figure 6-2. The contouring cycle time and required computation time comparisons
are summarized in Table 6-2. In the table, results from a SQP formulation using non-linear constraints, as described in Section 5.3, are also presented. The SQP result is able to achieve the shortest motion time, and has been considered as a benchmark for optimality. Due to the similarity in the feedrate profiles between the SQP, VPOp, and LP+PWin, the feedrate and kinematic profiles for SQP are not shown in Figure 6-2, for the sake of clarity. As expected, the computation time for SQP is extremely long, at over 5 hours for a relatively simple toolpath.

From Figure 6-2 and Table 6-2, it can be concluded that the LP+PWin algorithm has the advantage of finding a result close to the optimal one while keeping computational time low. The 3% sub-optimality in the cycle time reduction, when compared to the VPOp method, is partly due to the constraint compression described in Section 5.5 to ensure numerical robustness. From the axis level kinematic profiles, it can also be seen that another source for increased cycle time is the evaluation of the inverse feedrate integral in the time-domain interpolation. Where at the beginning and end of the trajectory, the feed is slow to accelerate and decelerate from and to zero, due to the small feedrates considered.

### Table 6-2 Cycle time reduction and computational time comparison for the cat toolpath

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cycle Time</th>
<th>Computation Time</th>
<th>Cycle time increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VPOp</td>
<td>15.07s</td>
<td>&gt;600s</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward projection</td>
<td>18.64s</td>
<td>3.12s</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed LP+PWin</td>
<td>15.34s</td>
<td>10.39s</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQP</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>&gt;5 hours</td>
<td>fastest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 6.3 Robustness evaluation in 3D surface machining experiment

To test the robustness of the algorithm, a 3D wavy surface (an enlarged molar tooth) has been prepared. In this case, 100 windows are used with 100 constraint evaluation points within each window (10,000 constraints considered in total). For the two step LP algorithm, 9 inequality equations must be solved for each constraint point in each axis, as shown in Table 6-3. Therefore, in this particular experiment, disregarding the equality constraints and connecting profile recalculation, a minimum of 270,000 constraints are evaluated in 62.48s, where the Forward Projection algorithm takes 31.58 seconds.
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Table 6-3 Number of inequalities for each constraint evaluation point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization of ( q^* )</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>( \rightarrow ) 1 inequality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>( \rightarrow ) 2 inequalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerk</td>
<td>( \rightarrow ) 1 inequalities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization of ( q )</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>( \rightarrow ) 1 inequality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>( \rightarrow ) 2 inequalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerk</td>
<td>( \rightarrow ) 2 inequalities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tooth shaped part is machined from a soft plastic material using the router with kinematic limits as presented Table 6-1. The tracking error and control signals are recorded from the machine, and shown in Figure 6-3. Also shown in the same figure are a snapshot from the cutting process and a picture of the machined part. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm is able to reduce the cycle time by approximately 20% compared to the Forward Projection method, while keeping the
tracking error within similar magnitudes. There is no comparison to the VPOp or SQP, since these algorithms are unable to successfully produce a feedrate profile for the toolpath in measureable time, due to the large computational load. By evaluating the axial velocity, acceleration and jerk profiles of the resulting optimized trajectory, it can be seen that none of the given limits are exceeded, as shown in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4 Velocity, acceleration and jerk profiles for the tooth toolpath
6.4 Industrial implementation #1, firtree machining for turbine disks

The proposed LP+PW in algorithm has been verified on a general firtree profile contouring operation, for jet engine turbine disks at P&WC. The contour is named as such for its similarity to a firtree shape, which is used to lock the turbine blades onto a turbine disk, so the two parts do not

Figure 6-5 Descriptive images for the test machine and sample part [48]

Figure 6-6 Tracking and contour error definitions for evaluating test results
become detached from centripetal force while the turbine engine is in operation. Due to company confidentiality reasons, the actual machine tool and part are not shown in this thesis. A similar machine tool and an example part, from images available in the public domain, are shown in Figure 6-5. All results presented in the later figures have their critical dimensions and cycle times redacted, in line with the industry sponsor’s clearance policy regarding academic publications.

The experimental goal is to process the G-codes provided by Pratt & Witney Canada (P&WC) using the cubic spline method, discussed in Chapter 3, and optimize the process according to the LP+PWIn formulation, described in Chapter 4. The test part is manufactured using a 5 axis Mitsui Seiki Vertex machine. The results are analyzed based on two criteria shown in Figure 6-6: tracking error, defined as the distance between the current tool position and desired tool position; and contour error, defined as the minimum distance between the originally defined toolpath in P&WC’s unmodified NC code, and the instantaneous actual tool position. Tracking errors can be directly recorded from the CNC, through monitoring of the command and encoder signals. Contour errors are calculated from comparing the encoder data to the original commanded G-code comprising linear and circular arc movements, as described in Chapter 3, based on P&WC’s original part program.

Different from the traditional G-code format described in Chapter 3, the optimized trajectory is passed to the machine using a special built-in function of the Fanuc controller, called ‘inverse-time mode’. In inverse-time mode, a series of locations and frequencies (units of inverse minute) are passed to the controller, as shown in the example in Figure 6-7. The commanded axis will move

![Sample G-code:](image)

$Ts = \frac{60 \text{ [s/min]}}{9600 \text{ [1/min]}} = 0.00625s$

**Figure 6-7 Example of inverse-time mode G-code**
between the given points according to the sample time ($T_s$), calculated from the feed values given by $F$. The waypoint frequency may vary between point to point, or remain the same. This gives the capability to machine complex shapes that are not easily defined by lines and circles, using time domain trajectories which can be generated off-line, with reasonably high temporal resolution.

First, response of the CNC during the original fir tree machining process is carefully studied. After reading data from the current process, it is found that due to the nature of the G-code, and tolerance settings specified in the CNC, after each linear or circular interpolation, the machine briefly stops, as seen in Figure 6-8, curve (a). This behaviour is not desirable, as each time the machine’s drives go through a zero velocity condition, the increase in static friction caused a sudden spike tracking error profile, shown by the green curve at the bottom panels of Figure 6-8. These spikes will often leave physical feed marks on the part, and the unnecessary drop in feedrate will adversely affect cycle time. From recorded data, it is also found that the current feed for each section is much lower than the capabilities of the machine. These feed values are pre-determined by P&WC process engineers, based on other physical factors such as cutting forces, material removal rate, and tool-life considerations. Therefore, for consistency, these feed limits are retained during the first attempt of optimization, as shown in Figure 6-8 curve (b).

The current kinematic limits of the operation (axis level velocity, acceleration, and jerk) are found by reading the position data from the machine, then filtering and differentiating the results to obtain the maximum kinematic values. Using these limits, optimization is performed according to the LP+PWin algorithm. This helped eliminate the start and stop behaviour completely. In this case, the motion time could be reduced by 14% without significantly affecting the current level of contour error ($\sim 5\mu m$). Additionally, the tracking performance could be improved with the optimized trajectory, by the removal of the spikes at segment boundaries.
Figure 6-8 Fir-tree optimization results
In the second optimization attempt, the cutting limits are removed such that the profile is optimized considering only the CNC machine kinematic capabilities, as shown in Figure 6-8 curve (c). This cycle time reduction is 57% in this case. However, due to the increased speeds, it can be seen that the contouring performance is sacrificed. Investigation into collected data reveals that the increase of contour error may be caused by unknown functions inside the CNC’s interpretation of inverse-time commands, which slightly altered the commanded trajectory with increasing velocity. This is evident in the fact that the tracking performance is not compromised with the increase in feed. Further investigation is required, in collaboration with Fanuc, to identify the root cause and disable this effect inside the controller.

It is planned that additional studies will be conducted by P&WC process engineers using the developed Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the process, as shown in Figure 6-9, to find a suitable compromise between cycle time and contouring performance for future process developments.
6.5 Industrial implementation #2, air foil blade machining

Another operation with the potential for feedrate optimization is the contouring of air foil blades on a turbine disk similar in shape to the ones shown in Figure 6-10. As the means of material removal, a spinning torus shaped grinding disk is attached to the end of the spindle, moving along the surface of the blade to grind away material. This process is referred to as Super Abrasive

Figure 6-10 Turbine air foil blades [49]

Figure 6-11 Single air foil blade toolpath
Machining (SAM). The full toolpath for a single blade is shown in Figure 6-11. About 20% of the passes are for roughing and the rest are for finishing. The major difference between the two types of passes is the type of grinding disk used, with no significant variation in toolpath shape or feed. During tool engagement with the workpiece, there is only movement in the XY plane (2D motion only). The tool enters and exits the workpiece (red) with a circular path to achieve the desired lead in and out of the work-piece, and then moves down in Z with rapid motion (G00) to the next pass. Since the tool is torus shaped, and significantly wider than the spindle shaft, the shape of the fan blade can have minor undercuts, apparent at the top and bottom of the blade, as shown in Figure 6-11. These features can be produced without requiring movement in the rotary axes. A high number of passes are required to produce a single blade. Therefore, it is evident that to machine a complete turbine disk with a large number of blades, the process cycle time can become very lengthy. Thus, it is important to apply feed optimization to the SAM process with efficient contouring, in order to reduce the cycle time.

Different from the fir-tree operation in the previous section, the toolpath in the original process for the air foil is programmed with a single constant feedrate for each complete pass. Figure 6-12 shows the optimization result for a single pass of an air foil blade viewed in the XY plane. As expected, the start and stop behaviour present in the fir-tree is not present in the SAM trajectory, and the feed is constant along the toolpath, as can be seen in Figure 6-12 curve (a). After optimization, it can be seen that the motion time is reduced by approximately 40%, and since both trajectories are produced by the CNC using the same form of toolpath smoothening and pre-filtering, the deterioration in the contour error is very similar to that of the original process. Additionally, the tracking performance has remained the very similar, as shown in the bottom panels of Figure 6-12. Following the same procedure, all passes have been optimized and the results are summarized in Table 6-4, it is verified that all passes produced similar tracking and contour errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6-4 Cycle time reduction for SAM fan-blade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roughing Passes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finishing Passes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-12 Fan-blade optimization result comparison
For the SAM process, each pass is slightly different in shape, and therefore need to be considered separately. The movement between each XY plane is rapid motion (G00), used for tool positioning without contacting the workpiece, G00 can operate at a much higher level velocity, acceleration, and jerk than what is allowed in actual machining. In the current implementation, the rapid movements have been kept as is, with the intention of blending them into an optimized path in future development. A special GUI is developed for this process that has the same features as the firtree interface. Additionally, the process planner is able to select each path individually and optimize. A listbox is added to allow this, shown in Figure 6-13.

Figure 6-13 SAM GUI toolpath feed optimization module
6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, it has been shown that the proposed LP+PWinf algorithm performs extremely well, in terms of cycle time reduction and computation time, against the two reported Forward Projection [36] method and VPOp [35]. The algorithm is robust, guaranteed to produce a feasible feedrate profile that is close to optimal for toolpaths of any length and complexity. For industry machining experiments, the proposed algorithm has been shown to be able to reliably improve the productivity of the processes tested by 15~40%. The GUIs developed during this research will aid the process designers at P&WC in further evaluating the proposed algorithm for machining process optimization.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has presented a method of feedrate planning for long toolpaths. A successful cubic spline fitting algorithm has been developed for processing G-Codes. The iterative fitting method enables the smoothening of toolpaths within a set tolerance, later to be used in feedrate planning. The axis level velocity, acceleration and jerk limited feedrate optimization problem is linearized by a combination of the B-spline formulation and pseudo-jerk approximation, allowing for the utilization of fast and robust Linear Programming optimization. Developed considering the Principle of Optimality, the novel PWin algorithm splits the toolpath into small workable segments, then joins them at strategic points. This gives the algorithm the freedom to incorporate parallel computing and streaming capabilities, which are suitable for use in next-generation high speed machine tools, without significantly compromising the optimality and convergence time of the results. The computational time is also shown to have been reduced to a linear growth rather than a polynomial growth of order 4.4, compared to solving the complete trajectory in one shot.

The LP+Pwin algorithm has the capacity to handle indefinitely long toolpaths in real time, and produces feasible feedrates that respects any given axis level or tangential limits from the machining process. Compared to mainstream methods, the proposed algorithm is able to reliably produce a feedrate profile that close to the optimal solution calculated by the non-linear solvers, while keeping the computational time on a similar level to a much simpler and faster heuristic algorithm.

Simulation results show that LP+PWin is robust in handling a large amount of constraints. For one test, the algorithm has been shown to be able to continuously process over 270,000 constraint equations successfully without stalling. Physical experiments performed at the UW PCL show that the algorithm is able to produce feedrate profiles that reduce the cycle time by approximately 20%, over heuristic (forward projection based) look-ahead, without sacrificing the tracking performance and computational efficiency. Industrial experiments conducted on two separate processes at P&WC show that the proposed LP+PWin algorithm is able to consistently reduce the motion cycle time by anywhere between 15% to 40%.
The results from this research have been packaged into workable code, with a fully functional GUI, for engineers and process planners in industry to use and evaluate.

Future improvements on the algorithm include modifying the structure of the code to reduce and/or eliminate the effects of numerical errors, in order to remove the use of robustness countermeasures that compromises the optimality of the final solution. In order to further reduce cycle time, incorporation of SQP with LP+PWin is currently underway. Future meetings are being scheduled with engineers from the CNC company, Fanuc, to pinpoint the root-cause of profile distortions when pre-generated trajectories are fed to the CNC in inverse-time mode.

In 2D and 3D machining applications, the spline length can be easily described using the Pythagorean Theorem. In 5 axis machining, a tilt (A or B) and rotary (C) axis are added to define the orientation. Hence, toolpath geometry and derivatives cannot be simply defined by 3 Cartesian coordinates. This presents a problem when considering the path parameter in the constraint equations. Therefore, further research is required for the applicability of the LP+Pwin algorithm to 5-axis feedrate optimization.
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